Fixing the
Biggest TA
Challenges
What to Consider and What to Ask

Introduction
In our previous document—Preparing for Tomorrow: Why the Biggest
Talent Acquisition (TA) Challenges Need Fixing Today—we looked at
four key challenges and why they are so important to the success of
your organization:
•

Finding the right skills

•

Organizational inefficiency and burnout

•

Poor experiences

•

Adaptability and agility

If you haven’t seen that document, you can download from here.
In this document, we delve a little deeper into these four areas to look
at what you need to consider, and some of the questions you should be
asking potential vendors.
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Finding the Right Skills
The ability to succeed in this area can be hugely impacted by manual
processes and bad data. Two areas that are being further hindered in
today’s environment by the influx of new candidates. As the future of
work evolves, you’ll need new skills, so finding and engaging new talent
today is essential. So, you need a proactive sourcing model to build
pipelines of quality, engaged talent, ready for when a role opens up.
IMPORTANT AREAS TO CONSIDER
•

Data capture: Where does data come from and what is the
required level of accuracy and manual processing?

•

Profile enrichment: What information do your recruiters find they
are missing from profiles?

•

Allocating candidates to talent pools: How manual is this
process? What is the required effort to keep pools up-to-date?

•

Surfacing candidates: How do recruiters currently identify
candidates and their suitability for talent pools/vacancies?
Again, how much time does this take?

•

Data protection and consent: What are the requirements in
the regions you operate in? How is this currently managed?
How manual is the process, and how confident are you that
your systems manage this effectively?
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FINDING THE RIGHT SKILLS

QUESTIONS TO ASK VENDORS:
•

How does your solution capture data and where can it capture
data from?

•

What standard information does your solution capture in
candidate profiles?

•

How easy is it to create custom fields and use them in searches
and reporting?

•

What tools does your solution provide to help recruiters
find candidates?

•

What are the search capabilities of your solution? Are recruiters
able to use Boolean searches, and filters to hone their results?
Can we save searches and filters for future use?

•

What AI capabilities does your solution include to suggest
candidates for talent pools or roles? How exactly does it work
and what factors does it take into account? How do you ensure
bias is not introduced into the process?

•

How do you migrate, enrich, update and ensure compliance
for data during the implementation process?

•

What capabilities does your solution provide for
diversity reporting?
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Organizational Inefficiency
and Burnout
There’s no question that recruiters today are having to do more with
less, but ineffective tools and manual processes are impeding them,
and keeping them from doing the part of the job they love—engaging
talent. And this doesn’t just create burnout within the TA team, but
also the rest of the business. Departments with vacant roles also
become overwhelmed, putting strain on the relationship between hiring
managers and recruiters.
IMPORTANT AREAS TO CONSIDER
•

Root causes: You need to think about the main reasons for
inefficiency and burnout, and address them first. With recruiters
already buried in resumes and admin, it’s unlikely your career site
is the issue. It’s far more likely to be down to recruiters working
from bad data.

•

Data integrity: To fix the essentials, you need to focus on getting
your data in order first with a robust CRM. Only then will you be in
a position to properly automate processes and make full use of AI
to cut admin. On the subject of AI, make sure the vendors you are
evaluating are transparent about their AI capabilities and how they
work. Otherwise you risk adding uncertainty and low adoption.

•

Automation: Be sure to fully understand the automation
capabilities of the solutions you’re evaluating—how exactly they
work and how easy they are to set up.

•

Vendor partners: You should also investigate the partners a
vendor is working with. Look into which elements of the solution
the vendor develops, and which are delivered via a partner or a
white labelled solution. Your vendor should be transparent with
this information.

•

Integrations: Also dig into integration types between different
systems. Make sure they’re robust API integrations wherever
possible. If they aren’t, why not?
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ORGANIZATIONAL INEFFICIENCY AND BURNOUT

QUESTIONS TO ASK VENDORS:
•

What part of the solution would you implement first? If not the
CRM, why not?

•

Does your solution support bulk import from sites like LinkedIn,
or bulk CV parsing? If so, what is the success rate?

•

What automation capabilities does your solution include? How
easy are they to set up? Will we be self-sufficient? Can you
walk us through how to create automation rules?

•

Is any part of your solution a white labelled product from
a different vendor? If so, is it always the most current,
up-to-date version?

•

What integrations do you have, and what type of integrations are
they (e.g. are they two-way integrations using APIs)? How long
does it take for data to update between systems?

•

How many hours per week, per recruiter do you expect us to be
able to save by implementing your solution? Which tasks would
this include?

•

How do you measure and prove the ROI of your solutions
for customers?
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Poor Experiences
We know that when candidates get a poor experience, they disengage
with your brand and are difficult to win back. But you also need to think
about the experiences of your team and their frustrations. If the tools
you implement don’t address these, adoption rates will suffer and it will
contribute to burnout, while preventing team members from engaging
well with candidates.
IMPORTANT AREAS TO CONSIDER
•

Team frustrations: Talk to your team about the irritations they
have with existing systems or manual processes. Understand
where they want to see improvements. This will help you
understand what matters most to your team, and help with
adoption when they are effectively addressed.

•

Wasted time: What tasks fall to your team that they really
shouldn’t be doing? Which tasks are pure admin, and which
actually help them find and engage with talent?

•

Deeper thinking: When considering candidate experiences,
don’t focus purely on cosmetic elements like a new career
site. Think about things like how you communicate with
candidates and how often, or how quickly you move
them through the process.

QUESTIONS TO ASK VENDORS:
•

What adoption rates do you have with your customers?

•

How does your solution help automate core processes, like
allocation of candidates to talent pools or data protection
compliance?

•

What engagement rates do your customers see with their
candidates? How is this measured?

•

How do you communicate best practices to customers, and what
resources do you provide to get them up and running.

•

What is your customer retention rate?

•

How do you help users understand how AI works in your solution?
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Agility and Adaptability
You can’t put data to effective use if it’s incorrect or inconsistent. You
need a solid foundational core on which to build your tech stack, and
the flexibility to adopt new innovations and technologies as you need
them. This is what will keep you agile and able to adapt to whatever the
future brings.
IMPORTANT AREAS TO CONSIDER
•

Core functionality: Think about the core features and functions
you need to improve the effectiveness of your team. Don’t get
sidetracked by bells and whistles.

•

Adaptability: Think about how your function has changed over
the last few months and how it might need to adapt in the future.
How will your tech stack help you be agile?

•

Innovation: One-stop shop solutions can often feel like a good
way to solve the data problem, but breadth can often mean a
lack of depth so be sure to fully understand the capabilities of the
solution. How will vendors of these types of solutions keep up with
new innovations?

•

Reporting: Also think about the reporting capabilities of the
solution. How effectively can you get the answers you need to
make the best decisions?

QUESTIONS TO ASK VENDORS:
•

What proportion of R&D investment do you allocate to each part
of your solution?

•

What developments do you have on your roadmap for each part of
your solution? What themes will your roadmap address over the
next 3 years?

•

What type of integrations does your solution support? How quickly
can you build integrations?

•

What reporting capabilities does your solution support? Can we
build our own reports, or do we need to rely on you?
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Customer References
As with any technology purchase, it’s important to talk to existing
customers about their experiences. Not just of the product, but also
things like their interactions with the vendor’s customer success team,
technical support and what the company is like to work with.
Vendors will likely put you in touch with happy customers, so also
check review sites like G2 or Capterra to read the reviews left by other
customers. Just be sure to check that the reviews you’re reading relate
to the right piece of software.
QUESTIONS TO ASK VENDOR’S CUSTOMERS:
•

How long did the implementation take? Did the project get
completed on time?

•

What training and support did you receive to get you up and
running?

•

What kind of change management efforts did you put in place, and
how did the vendor support these efforts?

•

How effective are the automation capabilities of the solution?

•

How often do your team encounter any issues with data quality?

•

How would you rate the reporting in the solution? How easily can
you create bespoke reports? Are there any reports you would say
are missing?

•

How much time would you estimate is being saved by your team?

•

What is the adoption rate for your team?

•

What has your experience been of technical support?

•

How is the relationship with your customer success
representative?

•

What do your team think about the solution?

•

What were your core challenges and how effectively has the
solution addressed them?

•

What is the vendor like to work with? How are the relationships
between your team and theirs?
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About Beamery
Beamery’s Talent Operating System allows enterprises to
attract, engage, and retain top talent, and manage the entire talent
journey through one unified platform. Beamery’s mission is to help the
world’s best companies acquire their greatest assets: their people.
Founded in 2014, Beamery is trusted by the world’s
most innovative global organizations to treat their candidates
like customers. Beamery has offices in London, Austin,
and San Francisco.
For more information, visit the Beamery website,
follow @BeameryHQ on Twitter, or email us
at info@beamery.com.
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